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Cargo Throughput 

FAP is continuously facilitating its customers as well as the industry by 

handling a variety of cargoes through fast vessel turnaround time 

and has handled 0.82 million tons of cargo during the period of Jan-

Mar 2022.   
 

Out of total oilseed imports of Pakistan, FAP handles around 85% of 

oilseed imports every year. Supporting the initiative of the 

Government of Pakistan to overcome the National Shortage of 

Wheat, FAP has played a significant role of fast and efficient 

handling of around 1 million tons of wheat imports from Oct 2021to 

Mar 2022. 
 

 

 

 

Vaccination Booster  
In view of increasing cases of 5th wave of 

Covid-19 (Omicron), FAP administered 

Booster shots to ensure fully vaccinated 

employees at the Terminal.  
 

 

Employees Medical Checkup  

FAP arranged medical checkup of 

employees through Essa Laboratories 

at the Terminal for timely diagnosis for 

health issues as early detection gives 

the best chance for getting the right 

treatment quickly and avoiding any 

complication.  

 

Restoration of Simporter 

On 4th Feb. 2022, FAP Simporter successfully resumed its operations. 

FAP Technical team took the challenge to perform in-house job for 

counterweight dismounting and reinstallation, completed the entire 

work within 13 days, and minimized operational losses to the 

Terminal.  
 

Chairman FAP visited the Terminal to hand over the Simporter to 

operations and appreciated the dedicated work of FAP Technical 

team. 

 

 

Dispute Resolution Committee Meeting 

On 4th Feb. 2022, DRC meeting was held to discuss various issues. 

Members of the committee facilitated in finalization of FAP’s New 

Accounts Receivable Policy, which was later circulated amongst all 

APSEA members. Moreover, as per DRC resolution, FAP is conducting 

a regular ‘Load Test Activity’ for the entire satisfaction of its 

customers.  

 
 

Fastest Vessel Turnaround and Highest Discharge Rate 
 

On 16th Feb. 2022, wheat vessel 

MV Lucy Ocean arrived FAP to 

discharge 53,379 MT. By utilizing 

ship gears and unloaders, the 

discharging was completed in a 

record time of 59.60 hours with 

Ever Highest Average Discharge 

Rate of 21,473 Tons Per Day. 

 

 
 

 
On 17th Mar. 2022, FAP 

Operations team set another 

record for Highest Discharge of 

27,020 MT in a day on Wheat 

vessel MV Great Spring.   
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Maritime Students visit to FAP  

In order to promote the Maritime Education, FAP arranged a 

Terminal visit for the students of Bahria University, elaborated on the 

operational activities, and encouraged the students to excel in 

Maritime Sector.  

 

U.S. Chargé d’affaires visit to FAP 

In March 2022, a delegation comprising the U.S. Chargé d’affaires 

Ms. Angela P. Aggeler, Consul General Karachi Mr. Mark Stroh, along 

with the team of Cargill Pakistan visited FAP Terminal. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Procurement of Grab Unloader 

FAP has procured 2 x 500 TPH capacity Kangaroo Type Grab 

Unloaders which are expected to arrive in May 2022. The addition of 

grab unloaders will further strengthen FAP operational capabilities of 

handling multiple cargos with high discharge rates. 

 

 

Dedicated Team of HSE 

Health, Safety, and Environment is considered most important 

element at FAP and its implementation is given due priority. To 

further enhance HSE’s Effective Management for safe & healthy 

working environment, FAP has established dedicated professional 

team of HSE.  

 

 

 

Vote of Thanks 
 

FAP Terminal would like to wish a Blessed & Happy Ramzan to all its customers and stakeholders. During 11 years of operations, FAP has 

successfully handled around 25 million tons of cargo. This milestone cannot be achieved without the continuous support & trust from our 

valuable customers. We would like to express our gratitude to APSEA, TCP, Shipping Agents, and all our stakeholders. FAP is continuously 

striving to deliver the best quality services to flourish the business of its customers. 
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